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Von KBrmBn's momentum-balance method is adopted to investigate the earthquake
forces on a rigid dam with an inclined upstream face of constant slope. The distribution
of the hydrodynamic pressure along the upstream face is determined. It is found that
the maximum hydrodynamic pressure occurs a t the base of the dam for any inclination
angle between 0 and 90". Explicit analytical formulae for evaluating the total horizontal, vertical and normal loads are presented and a useful approximate rule for
practical engineers is given.

1. Introduction
I n the study of the earthquake response of rigid rectangular dams with vertical
upst'ream faces, Westergaard (1933)first derived an expression for the hydrodynamic
pressure exerted on a dam by an incompressible fluid in the reservoir as a result of
horizontal harmonic ground motion in the direction perpendicular to the dam. He
found that the hydrodynamic pressure was the same as if a certain body of h i d was
forced to move back and forth with the dam and that this 'added mass' was confined
in a volume bounded by a two-dimensional parabolic surface on the upstream side of
the dam. On the basis of a simple linear momentum-balance principle, von KBrmhn
(1933) obtained distributions of the hydrodynamic pressure force and the total load
on a rigid dam with a vertical upstream face which were very close to the Westergaard
results.
For a dam whose upstream face is not vertical, Zangar (1953) and Zangar & Haefeli
( 1952) determined the hydrodynamic pressures experimentally using an electrical
analogue. Because of the mathematical difficulties involved in determining exactly
the hydrodynamic pressure exerted on an inclined upstream face of a dam by horizontal
earthquakes, no analytical solutions are available in the literature. The objective of
this paper is to deduce an analytical solution for the earthquake force on a rigid
sloping dam by adopting the von KBrrndn momentum-balance approach. From this
approach, we are able to deduce the distribution of the hydrodynamic pressure
(excluding the hydrostatic pressure) exerted along the inclined upstream face of the
dam by horizontal earthquake motions. Explicit analytic formulae for calculating the
total horizontal, vertical and normal loads are also presented.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of a dam with an inclined upstream face of constant slope.

2. Governing equations
Let us consider a dam with an inclined upstream face of constant slope 1/p (see
figure 1). If the angle between the upstream face and the - x axis is 8, then

p = cot 8.

(1)

The y axis points vertically upwards and the still water level in the reservoir is at
y = h, the plane y = 0 being the bottom of the reservoir. The dam, which is at rest at
time t = 0 , is assumed to have a uniform horizontal acceleration a, in the x direction
during the time interval At. Because of this accelerated motion of the dam, a portion
of the fluid will be set in motion. As a result, the fluid will exert a hydrodynamic
pressure on the upstream face of the dam that is proportional to a,, in addition to the
hydrostatic pressure. This effect has been called the ‘ apparent-mass’ or ‘added-mass’
effect.
To investigate the added-mass effect, we adopt a generalized version of von
K&rm&n’s(1933) momentum-balance approach. Let the s axis be tangential to the
upstream face of the dam in the x , y plane and let the n axis be perpendicular to the
face of the dam (see figure 1). The fluid in the reservoir is taken to be incompressible
and inviscid. Since the dam is assumed to be rigid, the normal component a,, (in the
n direction) of the acceleration is

a,,

= a0sin 8 = a,( i

+ /P)-*,

(2)

which is a constant. For an inviscid fluid, the only boundary condition at the damfluid interface S , is that the normal velocity of fluid particles must be the same as
that of the dam at all times. Hence

u,(x, y ) = a,, on x = -py.
(3)
We shall assume that, owing to the horizontal acceleration a, of the dam, an effective
mass of fluid of width b(y) experiences the full value of the normal acceleration a,,
in the n direction, while the remainder of the fluid is not involved. Alternatively, we
may define b(y)by the equation
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If we denote the components of the fluid acceleration in the x , y and s directions by
a,, a, and a, respectively, then we have
a&, y ) = a,, sin 8 - a,(x, y ) cos 8,

(5)

a&, y ) = a,, cos 0 + a&, y ) sin 8.

(6)

Following von KQrmAn’sapproach, the continuity condition that the fluid mass
displaced by the accelerated motion of the dam between y = 0 and an arbitrary height
y must pass through the section b ( y )requires that
= baOncos 0 +fsin

ya,

8,

(7)

The balance of the linear momentum in the x direction for the mass of fluid of
width b ( y )and height dy (see figure 1)requires that
p

= p(ba,,

sin B -f cos B),

(9)

where p is the hydrodynamic pressure and p the constant density of the fluid. The
balance of the linear momentum of the fluid in the y direction requires that

p cot 8 -d(pb)/dy = p(ba,, cos 8 +f sin 8).

(10)

From (l),(2), (7) and (9), we have

P

= Po(b-PY)*

(11)

Substituting ( 7 ) and (11) into (lo), we obtain the governing differential equation for
the width b(y)of the added mass as

P(b -PY) - d M b -P Y W Y = Y .
(12)
The pressure p vanishes at the fluid surface so the boundary condition for b at y = h is
b =Ph

at y = h .

(13)

3. Pressure distribution and total load
By introducing a new variable
we may reduce (12) to

A(Y) = Zb-PY,
A d A / d y - PA = - 2y.

The boundary condition for A corresponding t o ( 13) is

A = p h at y = h.
The solution to (15) satisfying the boundary condition (16) is

I2
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Equation (17) determines the variable A ( y ) and, through (14), the shape b(y) of the
added fluid mass as implicit functions of y . I n particular, for y = 0, (17) gives an
explicit expression for b,, the value of b at y = 0:

For small values of P, ( 1 8 a )becomes
64

which further reduces to the well-known von K&rmBnresult for P = 0:

b,/h = 1/24 = 0.707 (/?? = 0).
As P approaches infinity, (18b ) indicates that

(20)

lim b,/h = 0.
P-+m

When ,!I2

=

8, (18a) and (18b ) yield the same limiting value for b,:

bo = 1 = 0.260.
lim h
23c

p P 8

The pressure coefficient C,, defined by

p

=

c, pa, h,

(23)

is related to A ( y )through (11) and (14) by

C,

=

(A-py)/Bh.

(24)

The pressure distribution along the upstream face of the dam is shown in figure 2
for several values of 8; these results were determined by applying the NewtonRaphson method to the nonlinear algebraic relation ( 1 7 ) . I n particular, when 8 = 90"
(i.e. /3 = 0), (17a) and (24) give

It can be noted from figure 2 that, for a fixed height y l h , the pressure decreasesas the
angle 8 decreases, while for a fixed value of 8 it increases as the height decreases and
attains a maximum value of Cpoat the bottom of the reservoir y = 0, where

Go= bolh

(26)
with b,/h given by (18). The fact that the hydrodynamic pressure reaches its maximum
at y = 0 for fixed 8 (orfixed P ) can be verified easily from ( 1 7 ) and (24)since d A / d y = ,8,
dCp/dy = 0 and d2C,/dy2 < 0 there.
The total vertical load on the sloping dam can be found by integrating ( 1 1) as

Fu = j : p
However, (12) gives

(go)8
cos

P/:(b-Py)dy

= Ppa,

=

!oh

(b-p y ) dy.

#h2-b$

(27)
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FIGURE
2. The pressure distribution on the upstream face of a dam.

I n deriving (28), the boundary condition (13) has been applied. Therefore by means of
(28), (27) may be simplified to

F,

= Cgpa0h2,

C, = 4 - (bo/h)2,

(29)

where b,/h is given by (1 8).
Similarly, the total horizontal load on the upstream face of the dam is given by
and the total normal load is

Fx= Q, pa, h2,

c, = c,/p,

(30)

F, = C,paoh2, C, = ( C z + C i ) ) .
(31)
The force coefficients C,, C, and C, as well as the maximum pressure coefficient
Cpo,given by (30), (29), (31) and (26) respectively, are plotted in figure 3 8s. the angle
8 or the reciprocal of the slope p. When the upstream face of the dam becomes vertical,
we have from (29), (30), (31) and (18)that
C, = C, = n/(4 x 29) = 0.555, C, = 0 (p = 0),
(32)
which agrees exactly with the von Kkmbn result. When the upstream face becomes
almost horizontal, we obtain

cz= 0, c, = c, =

(33)
which is expected by physical intuition. An interesting feature exhibited by figure 3
is thaC the total normal force remains almost constant over the whole range
0

(/3+00),

< 8 < 90"

of the inclination angle. The approximation

c, = 0-5

(0 6

e 6 900)

(34)

could be useful to dam engineers for making quick estimates.
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FIGURE
3. The horizontal, vertical and normal force coefficients and the maximum
pressure coefficient ws. the inclination angle 0 or the reciprocal of the slope p.

The pressure distributions given by the foregoing analytical solution for the sloping
face differ somewhat from those given by Zangar. His 'experimental solution' indicates
a peak pressure somewhat above y = 0, but his 'empirical solution' has peak pressure
at y = 0. His 'empirical solution' for F, is about 1 to 2 yo smaller than our analytical
solution, while his 'experimental solution' for F, is from 1 to 8% smaller than our
anaFytica1 solution, greater deviation occurring at smaller angles 0.

4. Conclusions
The problem of the added-mass effect of horizontal acceleration of a dam with an
inclined upstream face of constant slope has been solved analytically by von KkmBn's
momentum-balance approach. It has been found that the hydrodynamic pressure
decreases as the slope decreases for any fixed height, while for a fixed slope it increases
with depth beneath the water surface and always attains a maximum value at the
bottom of the reservoir. ExpIicit analytical formulae for evaluating the total horizontal, vertical and normal forces have been given. The present solution has been found
to agree exactly with the von KBrmAn result when the upstream face becomes vertical.
An approximate rule based on the present result which may be useful to dam engineers
states that the normal force coefficient remains practically constant at around 0.5 for
all slopes.
The authors are indebted to Professor Ronald F. Scott for valuable suggestions and
comments. This work was partially sponsored by the National Science Foundation,
under Grant PFR 77-16085.
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